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   Double parking space for sale in Alicante  
  Info Agente

Nombre: Grupo Mariatomasa
Nombre
empresa:
País: España
Experience
since:
Tipo de
servicio:

Selling a Property

Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments
Teléfono:
Languages: English, Spanish
Sitio web: https://www.mariatoma

sa.immo
Detalles del anuncio
Propiedad para: Venta
Precio: EUR 30,000

  Ubicación
País: España
Estado/Región/Provincia: Valencia
Ciudad: Alicante
Dirección: Alicante/Alacant
Publicado: 07/09/2023
Descripción:
**STRATEGIC INVESTMENT IN PLAZA MANILA!**

Tired of going around looking for where to park? We offer you the perfect solution. We present a unique
opportunity: a double garage space for sale right in front of Plaza Manila.

**Reasons to invest in this parking space:**- **

Unbeatable location**: Located directly in front of Plaza Manila, we guarantee maximum comfort every
time you need to park.

- **Double space**: This is not a simple parking space; it is a double space, allowing you to park two
vehicles in comfort or offering extra space for larger vehicles.

- **High demand zone**: Anyone who knows the area knows that finding parking in Plaza Manila can be
a titanic task. Owning your own space frees you from that stress and guarantees you a safe and
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comfortable space for your vehicles.

- **Long-term investment**: With the constant growth of the city and the increasing demand for parking
lots, this plaza not only offers you convenience, but it is also an investment that will likely increase in
value over time.

- **Daily benefit**: If you work or reside near Plaza Manila, this parking space will make your day to
day much easier, saving you time and avoiding the stress of looking for parking.

This is your chance to make a smart investment that will benefit you on a daily basis and in the long run.
Do not wait any longer and get this double parking space in one of the busiest and most demanded areas
of the city. An investment for life! - REF: Alicante XH 309071
Nuevo: No

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: Alicante XH 309071
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